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Editorial by Yvonne Agazarian
riting this editorial is a stmnge and new experience for me. Over tre
years, these editorials have been my way of communicating to all of you
about the steps that are being taken towards making an organization for

us all. It has felt like my job to contain, very much at the edge of the unknown,
until I could grasp the ideas of what could happen next to move us along the path to
our goal. Along the way, I have leamed to accept tlrat the pace and rhythm of
development has its own time. When the system is ready, something happens.

Today, I am writing to tell you that o'we have happened" into a formal organization!
At the last Cohort business meeting, a new organizational schema was developed. It
was decided that all members of the Cohort group would form a Working Action
Group which would replace the Policy Action Group who had taken ttre
responsibility for decisions up until now. So PAG became WAG!

A Core group of members paired up over the major organizational responsibilities,
and one of the pair is comrnitted to attend the weekly WAG meetings every Tuesday
from 10:00 to 11:00 on a conference call. All Cohort group members can come to
meetings if they wish.

This new organizalion is an experiment which will be reviewed (and revised?) at the
next Cohort Group meeting in March 1999. Until March, Yvonne Agazarian,
Phvllis Goltra, Susan Gantt and Susan Lange represent Vision as to what comes
next and developing the vision; Claudia Blram and Eileen Jones represent practical
implementation of the vision; and Susan Cassano and Rich 0'Neill reprcsent
communication. We had no takers for Finance so the Fund Raising Action Crroup
filled in. Fran Carter (our only licensed member) pioneered an important new role
for SCT - to avoid burnout by taking less, not more, responsibility for the next.

six months! Many of us are looking to see how we can follow her example. Each
meeting stafis with distractions, gets volunteers to be task and process leaders -orders the agenda, works, identifies next steps, and ends with surprises and leamings.
We are also researching ourselves by taking a satisfaction and available work energy
measure before and after cach meeting. This is spelled out in more detail under thc
heading PAG becomes WAG.

Sorne of tlle decisions that are being made on Tuesday momings are giving shape

and color to SCTI. The most arnbitious decision is "Confercnce 2000", which will
be held in Atlanta in April of the year 2000. Atlanta was chosen because everyone
can fly to it directly witlrout changing planes, and Susan Gantt, our conference

dkector, Iives therel

Wc arc also close to having an up-and-running Web site, which will makc it easier
for us to communicate witi each other, and very much ea-sier to keep up with what
is going on and where things are happening in SCT, and fbr others to leam about
SCT.

Another landmark dccision is to actually stafi the licensing procedure. Six people

were chosen by WAG to work on a pilot licensing project - to think through the

criteria for readiness for licensing, to think through a peer licensing process, and
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then to try it out on each other at the Cohort meeting in
March. The responsible six are: Rich Armington, Claudia
Byrarn, Susan Cassano, Susan Gantt, Rich O'Neill and

Steve Weinstein.

We have also been faced with the legal responsibility of
tightening up on the use of the words "systems-c€ntered" if
we are to continue to protect the trademark under which we

will be licensed. Our lawyer has advised us to make sure

that any SCT members who are not yet lic€nse( who want

to make an announcement or advertise their work, rnke
sure that &ey call it "systems-orient€d", and that they &
not use the words "systems-centered' in any literature that

uses the systems-oriented phrase. We have had the gmd
experience of Doug Johnson being invited to a WAG
meeting, where he could discuss an issue about how to
describe his group in a public flyer, and then able to have a
a voice in the solution. Anyone who wants to advertise any

specific public event, which is likely to be useful to SCTI
and our SCT members, should call Yvonne so that, on a
case by case basis, decisions can be made about how to
support them and stay within the trademark guidelines.

Marching in step with the formalizing of SCTI are the

plans for more formal mentoring, a proposal initiated by the

Training Action Group. We are close to developing a ore
of mentors who can help members to assess what their next
training steps are, and wh€id the training opportunities ae
to take them.
Thinking about how to scandardize training has also been a

concem for us. We have had two conference calls benveen

all the leaders of SCT ftaining groups (also initiated by the

Training Action Group), hnding out what we actually tb
when we train, and what we, as a group of trainers, would

like to standardize. So far, we are all agreed that some

orienting theory and force field review would deepen the

understanding of the group experience that members ae

involved in. This is particularly important in developing the

ability to discriminate between the different SCT
membership roles in the systems of person, subgroup ard
group-as-a-whole.

A Triumph
We have a triumph to report. Last summer, at the

International Association of Group Psychotherapy

Conference in London, we were represented as a Special

Interest Group and gave a SCT panel presentation every day

on the conference theme of the day. Nine of us came [o

London from the States. Every morning, almost all of us

grouped around the days'presentation. We each talked to the

group for no more than ten minutes each, :utd the group-as-

a-whole discussed for lhe next hour - in subgrouping! We

had a great experience, and got good feedback from the

(many) people who came.

I end this editorial in the joy of recognizing that SCTI now

has a life of its own and that SCT members have an

organization and its future belongs to them. Our first
Cohort group has done much of the pioneering and I hope
they are proud. The next generation of Cohort members ae
still challenging their own issues around authority tq_ get

themselves ready to join. So far, as an organization, we

have been successful in exploring rather than acting out our
authority issues and using our energy to work towards our
goals. So far, we have bern able to avoid the splits that
occur in so many other developing organizations as they get

trapped in their issues with authority. If we can go on as we

have started we may be able to contain the predisposition

to "take care of' authorities and instead care for our

organization, ourselves and our goals.

PAG becomes WAG!
Responding to two clear voices from SCT - wanting to
have more quality time and fun in both work and play, ad
the concem about burn out for some of us - in the two-
days of the September Cohort organizational development
meeting we disbanded PAG and re-organized it as the V/o*
Action Group (WAG). WAG has two kinds of membership:

All Cohort group members are WAG members. If they

want to attend a WAG meeting they can log on to the

conference call that is scheduled every Tuesday, 10:00 to
11:00 am EST.

A core group of WAG members have committed themselves
to take role responsibility for four SCTI functions. These

role functions are carried by pairs of people, one or both of
whom will be present at every meeting. These functions
arc:

Vision and System Development of SCTI: (Yvonne

Agazarian, Susan Gantt, Phyllis Goltra and Susan lange)
whose role responsibility is to sit at the edge of the

unknown until the next steps emerge and then support their

emergence. theoretically this provides the system with
goal-orientation and structure. This replaces the Yvonne-

Fran pair function.
The Work Action Group (WAG), and all Ad Hoc groups,

link to Vision & System Development. WAG replaces the

Policy Action Group (PAG). Current Ad Hoc groups are:

Conference Ad Hoc, Website Ad Hoc and Licensing Ad Hoc

(currently inactive).

System Implementation: (Claudia Byram and Eileen

Jones) whose role responsibility is to implement anl
maintain the work that is already in the system structure.

Theoretically this provides the energy organizing and self-

correcting aspects of system function.

Action Groups who tink with system implementation are:

Training action Group GAG) and the different levels of
formal Mentor Roles.

Communication: (Susan Cassano and Rich O'Neill)
whose role responsibility is to facilitate and monitor the

transfer of infonnation across system boundaries both
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between SCTI and SCT subgroups, and across the

boundaries between SCTI, SCT and the environments
outside. Theoretically this is monitoring communication
across all system boundaries within, between, and among
all systems in the hierarchy. This subsumes some of the
originally autonomous work groups.

Action Groups who liase with System communication are:

Public Relations Action Group (PRAG - old marketing);
Research Action Group (RAG); Membership; ard
Publications the Newsletter, Newsletter Uglates,
Journal, & Membership Directory.

Financing: (Fund Raising Action Group - FRAG)
whose role is to pay attention [o fiscal stability of SCTL
Theoretically this directs energy into SCTI from its
environments. This is a leading eclge challenge for SCTI
development as there were no volunteers for the role.

Systems-Centered Trai n i n$:
Conference 2OOO

Mark your calendar now!

The First Systems-Centered
Training Conference

. 5-Day Conference

. 2-Day Pre-Conference lnstitute

. Application Workshops for OD

. Couples Psychotherapy Groups

. lntermediate Skills Training

. Large Group

. SAVI

April 6-10,2000

Pre-Conference lnstitute
April 4-5,2000

Atlanta, GA.
For more information contact

Susan Gantt at (404) 261-5559

Recent Release
from Guilford Publications

Systems-Centered
Therapy for Groups

by Yvonne M. Agazarian
CONTENTS

lntroduction: Autobiography of a Theory
l. A Theory of Living Human SYstems
'l . An Overview of the Theory and lts Practice

2. Subgrouping
3. Boundarying
4. Defense Modification in the Phases of Group

Development
ll. Systems-Gentered Practice
Phase One: The Authority lssue
5. Social De{enses
6. Cognitive Defenses
7. Psychosomatic Defenses
8. Masochistic Defenses
9. Sadistic Defenses
10. Role Relationship Defenses
1 1. Resistance-to-Change Defenses
Phase Two: The Intimacy lssue
'1 2. Defenses against Separation and

lndividuation
Phase Three: Life and lnterdependency
13. Defenses and the Experienced SCT Group

Glossary ol Terms
Ref e re nces
lndex

$40.00 Plus handling
To order call: Guilford Publications, Dept. 3G

1 -800-365-7006

New SCl@ Theory Group
on the phone!

+ Are you interested in learning theory?

+ Are you working on your own and
want to join a group and can't travel?

g Want to add to your theory learning
experience?

Join the new theory group for outlying
SCT members. The phone conference
call now costs $15 an hour in addition
to the consulting fee.

lf you are interested, contact:

Fran Carter (2151 988-9523
Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393-X 1

or 404-261-5559
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The lnternational Association of
Group Psychotherapy London
COngfeSS by Fran carter

SCT and eleven members of SCTI took a big and exciting
new step at the IAGP London Congress this past August.
As a special section of IAGP, Systems-Centered presented

a series of panels (led by Yvonne) reflecting Systems-

Centered thinking and application to work with small
groups (Fran Carter, Susan Gantt and Una McCluskey),
families (Claudia Byram, Gene Della Badia and Nina
Klebanoffl, organizations (Ken Eisold, Christer Sandahl,

and Joel Weissler) and society (Fran Carter and Tom
Michael) under the overarching theme of the conference

"Annihilation, Survival and Re-Creation". Everyone did a
greatjob!

It was an exciting and satisfying experience to s€e

membcrs of SCT from a different perspective. I felt great

pride at the professionalism and clarity with which so

many members of SCT took up their roles in presenting

SCT concepts and experiences in applying SCT to their

thinking and work. Some of us presented purely SCT

ideas and others presented an integmtion of SCT into other

ways of thought and application. Everyone contained their

anxiety, and there was plenty sitting at the edge of the

unknown, in an atmosphere of support, respect, .ard

interest. It was a pleasure to have the opportunity to be

part of the group. The members in the larger group were

curious about the panel group (itself an SCT group) ard

commented on the quality of the relationships.

The second aspect of the series that was exciting alrl

moving was the opportunity to be a part of the

audience/large group as it developd over the four

sessions. Each panel was well auended with 50 to 70

people at each one. Sotne subgroups carne to sorne of the

panels ad a core group of about 30 were interested arl
curious enough - containing their turbuleuce - to come

to the whole sequence and wrestle (with energy!) with tie
conflicts aroused by the differences between SCT and their

more familiar working models. The large group learned to

work in subgroups, (undoing yes-bus and exploring

instead) had their authority issue, worked in intimacy,

grappling with despair and creating the space and quiet to

speak authentically. One of the truly profound leamings in

the group was the recognition that the member (most

likely a voice for at least a subgroup) had made a shift

from experiencing a split of either "Group Analysis" or

"SCT" - and feeling betrayal at even attending the panels 
-to integrating the split and seeing that she could in fact live

with both.

In the excitement of wanting to share more information with
the rest of the SCT membership and with the goal of having
a printed set of examples of SCT applications, we are pulling
together the abstracts, papers and an overview discussion of
the group development for a special edition of tie SCI
Journal. We hope to have it available in mid 1999.

A Personal View of the Five-Day
Training in York by Michaet Sitverstein

When last year's scheduled 5-day raining in Philadelphia was

cancelled, I tried not to take it personally and to decide on a
course of action. Wait for the next 5day training here in the

states, or go to York, England in September? The latter
would require a greater expenditure of time and financial
resources, but if I could combine my SCT training goals with
leisureivacation goals"..I decided to go for it.

For tiose who have not affended a 5-day training, the

foundation group provides a comprehensive overview of fte
frst phase of group development and the hierarchy of defense

modifications. The days were similarly structured. Each

morning and aftemoon included a theory lecture by Yvonne,

followed by skills training and then an experiential group,

along with review using force fields and surprises axl
learnings. A large experiential group combining the members

of the foundation and inter-mediate subgroups capped each

day.

One of the refreshing surprises was how many members lwl
no prior experience of SCT. I had previously participated in
groups with mostly members more experienced tian I, and it
was exciting to see a group fonn without prior training or

krowledge of SCT norms. Participants brought their

openness to new ideas and desire to learn along with a healthy

skepticism and comrnitment to carefully exzunine for
themselves whether the theory and techniques made sense ard

worked for them.

Despite prior pafiicipation in a weekly experiential group atd

a 3-day workshop, it was not until the 5-day in York that I
finally began to integrate what I had been learning

experientially into a useful heuristic for doing therapy. The

5-day training offers a much fuller undentanding of when to

use what techniques, how to use them, and why, within the

context of SCT theory than is available in other training

environments. I left the training with a more complete 'map"
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of group and individual development, and more confident
in my use of interventions for both professional ard
personal growth goals.

But what about leisure/vacation goals'? York as a

destination amply fulfilled those goals. It is a beautiful
and ancient place, over 2000 years old. Strolling the

sree$ of the central part of the city is like stepping back

into medieval times. The city retains much of its Roman
wall, and merely waking the narrow, cobblestone streets at
its heart, is exhilarating. Among its many sites, York is
the home of York Minster Cathedral, the largest medieval
cathedral in Northern Europe and built on the site of
earlier Norman and Roman ruins. It's easy to pass an

entire afternoon there, marveling at the exquisite stained
glass windows, intricate stonework, and the archeological
excavations beneath.

What's perhaps most exciting, however, is *rat all these

historical sites remain vibrant pafis of a working
community. York Minster is an active church, just as

buildings dating from dre 14ft century still serve as

bustling shops, restaurants, and pubs. The training itself
was held at historic King's Manor, a satellite campus of
the University of York and so-called because James I
stayed there.

The people of York were wafln and welcoming. There was

the 80 + year-old woman who ran the bread and breakfast

where I stayed, which was her former private residence ard

to my perspective more like a victorian mansion than a
middle-class home. She enthusiastically showed me the

cricket green a-nd clubhouse next door, founded by her late

husband, and chided me for trying to run off in the

morning witiout a "good English breakfast", which was

much more than the ofinge juice and toast I was used to

eating. Strangers at restaurants were quick to introduce

themselves and engender lively discussion about "you

Yanks obsession with your president's sex life". My
major disappointrnent is that I did not have time to go for

a walk on thc moors or visit some of the neighboring

areas.

Finally, the workshop members participated in both

training and leisure activities, easily changing roles with

the different contexts and goals. Having traveled to
England alone, I had some negative predictions and mind-

reads tiat everyone else would be there wil.h a travelling
cornparion of some sort and not want to sociaiize. Much
to the contrary, mcmbers were as cnthusiastic to socialize

with each other as they were to train. The week began to

resemble my college days; study during the day, followed

by partying at night. Evenings were spent leaming about

each other's cultures, exploring similarities and differences

among professional roles and functions in the different

counfries, and discussing SCT theory and workshop learnings
well into &e night. Many of the participants stayed at bread-

and-breakfasts or hotels quite close to the training site, and it
was nol unusual to stroll home (or sometimes stagger; a
British pint of beer is larger than its American counterpart)
from dinner with one group of newly-made friends only to run
in to someone else strolling home from a different direction

and become deeply engrossed in discussion while standing on

a street corner.

Participants came not only from Engtand and the United
States, but Canada, Scotland, Denmark, Sweden, Switzedand,
arxl Hungary. The social highlight was probably the
preplanned Thursday night dinner for the group-as-a-whole,
held at a restaurant in a building dating from the 15'h century.
Toasts were offered to tie workshop leaders, to tle organizers,
to the group-as-a-whole, and to the authority in all of us.
There was much laughter, hugs, and promises to stay in
touch.

To any members of the York 5-day who are reading this:
thanks again for a great time, for your friendship and energy
both within the formal training activities and without.
Remember that you have a place to stay if you're ever in
Philadelphia (and there's a 5<lay training coming up in
April...). You can contact me at(215-204-3115)

Conference 2000 in Atlanta
from Susan Gantt

The lrst SCT mnference is scheduled for the year 2000, ard
will be our first opportunity for the entire Systems-Centered

community to come together. The conference will also be

designed to provide an introduction to SCT for those with a
curiosity about it and its various applications. The working
plan at this point is to have a preconference 2-day workshop
followed by a 5-day conference. Both the Authority Issue

Group and the intermediate Skills Training will be olfered as

conference training tracks in a modified version so that
participanS can also be involved in the largcr conference.

Workshops and presentations on various SCT applications
will be offered and a large group meeting, open to the entire

conf'erence, will end each day.

'Ihe conference will be held in Atlanta April 6-10, 2000, with
the pre-conference scheduled for April4-5.

Atlantaprovides easy airaccess to any city in the US, direct,
with no change of planes requAe{ and is typically at its best
in April, as a city full of dogwoods and azaleas. Mark your
calendar! If you want to be involved in the planning, help
with onsite arrangemenls, or work to publicize this
conference in your area, please let me know

Susan Gantt, Conference Coordinator, (4M) 261-5999 or e-

mail: sgantt@emory.edu.
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AGPA: Houston ln Feb.,l999
from Susan Gantt

For the frst time, the pre-conference institute of the

American Group Psychotherapy Association (AGPA) has

two SCT offerings. For anyone new to SCT or wanting to
work in a beginning phase group, Fran Carter and Susan

Gantt are leading a two day institute, " Containing arxl
Reality Testing: An Introduction to Systems-Centered
Training." Yvonne Agazarian is offering a two day institute
for those with previous SCT training, entitled "The Second

Phase of Systems-Centered Group Development". Please

help spread the word to friends or colleagues who might be

interested in either so that we ann support both offerings.
These pre-confercnce institutes meet on TueMay ard
Wednesday, February 23 -24, 1999.

The conference itself begins on Thursday and runs through
Saturday. Claudia Byram is presenting a day-long workshop

on SAVI, "Tracking the Hidden Structure of
Communication - SAVI". Yvonne Agazuian, Fran Carter,
and Susan Gantt with David Hawkins are doing a 3 hour
open session called "A Systems-Centered Approach fm
Transforming Constructive Forces into Creative Energy"
that will offer a demonstration and a large group discussion

using subgrouping.

I also want to offer a plug for the meeting itself. AGPA is
an important context for us to interface with other group

therapists, both around similarities and differences, and has

offered over the years an important environment for many of
us as SCT has developed. And finally, Houston guara4tees

warm weather in trebruary!!

For registration information, you can contact AGPA at
(212\ 477-2677.

Membership Report
from Mickie Roseh

It's that time of year again - time'to renew your
SCTI Membership! At tlre close of 1998 SCn had an

active membership of 158, of which 29 people were new

members. At present we have added 9 more new members
(and 23 members have already renewed). How about you?

The Work Action Group and the Public Relations Action
Group are exploring ways to increase our membership. Let
me remind you that members not only receive all of the

SCTI publications (newsletter, news updates, joumal, ard

membenhip directory) but have access to a 10 minute ftee

phone consultation with other members in the SCTI
system. Membership is also a step in the process of
applying for a 5-day skill intermediate training and a
training rnentor.

The new membership directory will be distributed in April.
All who bave renewed by March 26fr, the directory deadline,

will be listed as active members. Please fill out the

membenhip application in tiis newsletter if you want to
make any changes or additions to the way you are currently

listed. If notiing is to be changed, just your dues of $55 (or

more or less payable to SCT/RHD) to me at 70 Boucher

Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006.

Video Action Group Update:
Elaine Dinitz, Eileen Jones, Phyllis Goltra & Anita
Simon Reporter: Phyllis Goftra

For our next video project, we plan to create a video on

skills essential for human and group development:

discriminating between facts and feelings and between facts

and opinions, and demonstrating simple strategies for

undoing various defensive communication pattems i.e.,

complaints, yes-buts. This video will focus on helping to

clarify and reinforce the awareness of the difference between

"what you say" (content) and "how you say it" (process).

We will illustrate how changing the process of
communication (to increase permeability of boundaries

around information transfer) has a greater impact on getting

one's message across than does manipulating the content,

which is tlle more popular approach to improving

communication"

We plan to continue our use of the Force Field technique as

a working tool both to help us procluce our current selected

prcxluct and to explore using Force Fields as the topic of our

nexl Vitleo Action Group project.

SPRING l-999
AUTI{ORITY ISSUE

GROUP II
meets at

Racquet Club of PhiladelPhia

from April 18-22,1999
Registration: $575 before April 6th

Late fee: $525

Mickie Rosen .70 Boucher Drive
Huntingdon ValleY, PA 19005

To arrange Work Exchange: call Mickie Rosen
(215) 947-2818 Fax (21 5) 947'2821
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Training Action Group (TAG)
RepOrt from TAG Liaison Ctaudia Byram

TAG Membership: Rich Armington, Claudia Byram,
Susan Cassano, Fran Carter, Elaine Dinitz, Dick
Ganley, Susan Gantt, Anita Simon, Steve Weinstein,
Vicki Wurman. Observing: Nina Klebanoff

ehave been busy! The Training Action Group

continues to contribute to developing the SCT
training system, and is developing itself along

the way. We have two projects since the last newsletter

that we are particulady pleased about. Here they are.

Training Group Curriculum Guidelines: Now that

the number of SCT training groups is growing, and the

number of training group leaders as well, we suspected it
would be productive for training group leaders to share ard

develop what they are doing - both for their own
information ard for the development of the training

system. So TAG convened two one-and-a-half hour

meetings (by phone!) of all SCT ftaining group leaders.

We expected this to be the beginning of a work group, but
it tumed out to be the whole thing! Out of this came the

proposal to use the Foundation Level training objectives
(see later in Newsletter), as guidelines for training group

leaders and members, to revise and expand these

objectives, to try out giving "I know it or I don't"

checklists to training group members, and to convene

training group leader meetings three times a year as a

forum for information transfer. TAG will convene the

meetings. Job donel

Training Mentors: Mentoring is a major part of SCT

training and SCTI membership, including tlre ten-minute

mentoring all members provide to one another, the 5-Day

skill training mentors, and increasingly, mentors to help

Mernbers think about their training goals and pathways.

TAG is cunently in the process of formalizirtg this last

role, calling it Training Mentor. This role is at the

interface between the Member and the System: mentoring
provides a resource for information, and an environment in
which we can get a handle on our next steps and tle
resources for taking them. Formalizing the role, however,

means thinking about where to locate it in SCTI, finding
people who want to take it and have the skills to fill it,
working out how those people can keep up to date with
the emerging edge of SCT training, and how to ccnlnect

Members to Mentors. So again, by developing an idea we

are making more discrirninations as an organization,

resulting in rnore complex integrations in our system-a-s-

a-whole!

TAG continues to meet by telephone, I am still the liaison,
and we welcome observers who want to sit in on the
meetings to get a gist of the work we are doing. Call me if
you would like to come, at (215) 561-0341. Meanwhile, we
will report again in the next newsletter!

Hcl0:,,rsuDForii:,iho SCTI Organization
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Public Relations Action Group
RepOft from Liaison-Sydnor Srkes
PRAG Members: Doug Johnson, Susan Lange, Elaine Pratt,
Serge Prengle, Michael Robbins,and Mickie Rosen

One of PRAG's goals is the development of Public
Relations Subgroups in each of the geographic areas

offering recurring SCT training. The subgroups would help
promote these training events so they will be well aftended.

As of this date, we have identified "point people" in Boston

and Austin. Austin has a committee that has met ard

Michael Robbins reports from Boston tlnf there is energy

to begin meeting. We still need people to organize this

effort in Philly, New York, and Atlanta so we can set up a
national conference call to share ideas on promoting SCT.

At this time, we are continuing to develop an Information
Kit describing SCT, which will initially be used for people
participating in SCT sponsored training events in which
Yyonne and/or Fran are the trainers. We hope to have it
available soon and will let you know the guidelines for how
it is to be used.

Our newest project is developing a print piece about the

benefits and resources available to SCTI members,
(mentoring, consullations, copy of the newsletter, etc)

which will be given to prospective members and members

of training groups.

Finally PRAG is considering what kind of library function
SCT needs and what our role is in organizing materials

including tapes, articles, and print pieces. Our goals are for
people to have access to information and to use our
stockpile of previously published newsletters and journals

for public relations pulposes. We are eager to interface with
the WEB site and take next steps in this area. Anyone want

to help?

How to Market Your Local SCT Events

The Public Relations Action Group thought that it might
be helpful to share what has been done in Austin atd
Atlanra to bring new pa-rticipants into SCT training.

Austin has identiired several public relations efforts that

have worked to varying degrees. Several years ago our first
effort was to ask current SCT trainees to each call 5 people

and tell them about the upcoming tmining event. This
worked in that the 3 to 4 members who followed through
recruited 2 to 3 new participans each, and it didn't work in

that only about a third of us did follow through. Next time
wc exlrrirnented with setting up an accountability factor

and asked members to tum in the names of the people they

had contacted. This was not successful. The leanfng was

that making personal calls works well, but only a few

people choose to do it.

A rnore successful venture was to give lectures at a local

hospital brown bag luncheon and the local group

psychotherapy society's monthly continuing education

seminars as well as present a demonstration group at the

local group society's annual meeting. Susan Cassano ard
Rich Armington inroduced and led an SCT demonstration
group with minimal SCT jargon. A panel discuision
followed, comparing their group with a demonstration
group led by an object relations therapist. The outcomd was

quite positive in terrns of bringing more people into future

SCT weekend workshops.

By far the most successful Austin PR effort has been

having Yvonne talk about SCT and make personal contact

witlr prospective trainees. For the past 2-3 years, Austin has

organized a free introductory talk for the public given by
Yvonne on the Thursday night before each three-day training

weekend. This has been a resource for therapisB who have

sent current or prospective clients to hear Yvonne in
addition to providing a preliminary look for professionals to
help them decide whether to attend the weekend aaining.
The lecture is promoted by telephone calls and inserted fliers
in the weekend brochure. Twice we advertised the trlk on

radio and in two newspapers without seeing discemable

results. Once we were also able to arfinge for Yvonne to
make a presentation at tlte area psychological association

monthly lunch meetingl this resulted in two psychologists

enrolling in the weekend workshop.

From Atlanta Susan Gantt reports that every person in her

training group €me to her through her presentations ard

teaching. She presents papers at the slate psychological
association conferences, AGPA, and the local affiliate
society meetings. She guest teaches in a group process

course at the local professional psychology graduaE

progfirm and teaches her own couse in group process at lhe
medical school.

Susan is the only person to ry mass mailings of the

weekend brochure, and continues to do this on the basis that

the 4-5 people she gets each time pay for tie mailing, even

though they haven't ended up in her raining group. This

zrlso gets SCT literature to all the licensed professional

therapists in the state (6000 people). She buys the mailing
labels from the Secretary of her State. She could provide

practical details on how to do this type of mailing to
imyone wanting to try it.

If you have methods for promoting training events which
you want to share system wide, please contact Sydnor Sikes

and she will put them into the next newsletter.

..,,,.....suo'eort..uui. velopi.fig.. bifafilzation
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Report from Research Action
GfOUp by Ron coleman

RAG continues to work to explore research about.

SCT. One clearly determined role function for RAG is to
provide support and encouragement for research activity.

Toward this goal, RAG members were satisfied, excited,

and appreciative that Rich O'Neill is scoring ard
analyzing data collected from weekends in Philadelphia,
Atlanta, and Austin. These data replicate Volker
Tschuschke's comparison of SCT and other groups on
perceived Ieader style and group climate variables. Rich is
working to get {hese additional analysis made.

In addition, Rich is extending &is descriptive research by
collecting data from the second Authority Issue Group. kr

a repeated measures design, Rich is measuring member's

affective changes, "emotional intelligence" (e.g., clarity,
"repair", or ability to make changes in negative affect, ard

attention to feelings), perception of leader's behavior, ard
perception of subgrouping. We are looking forward to
seeing what the data will tell us.

Procedure manual for SCT applied to Individuals
Yvonne and other members of RAG expressed an interest
in developing a description of procedures for SCT as

applied to individuals. The goal is to create a manual for
the application to individuals. A manual would support
the ability to apply SCT reliably and would support an

evaluation ofefficacy and training. To date, a subgroup of
RAG , Yvonne Agazarian, Fran Cader, Ron Coleman,

Phyllis Goltra, and Larry kdden met at Fran's and mzrle

some first steps in tie project. A partial outline of
chapters were laid out as well as was an outline of a

specific chapter on working with social defenses.

Members present were pleased and surprised by our
progress.

RAG membership has included Yvonne Aguzaian,
Claudia Byram, Fran Carter, Ron Coleman, Phyllis
Goltra l^arry Ladden, and Rich O'Neill. Members have

shown energy for supporting and mapping research ideas.

Taking small steps has led to activity that has been

pleasant, fun, and surprising.

''''
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Diversity Group Report
by Joan Adams

The group has shifted from a Special Interest Group (Sl9) to
a Diversity Work Group. Since the summer we brought in
two new members, bringing the number of members to 8.
We also began using a task leader and a process leader at each

meeting. This has been quite effective in keeping tie group

on task and in giving members leadership practice.

We have recently re-clarified the Group's goals. We found a
lotof consistency in member's goals. The three goals which
have emerged so far are to:

1. Learn how to use SCT and its methods in member's

own Diversity work.
2. Maintain social contacts within the group.
3. Influence SCT and Yvonne toward more

acknowledgement and exploration of Diversity in
SCT.

We are working on defining "Diversity" for our group and for
SCT as a whole. We have been exploring the notion that
differences are not just stercofypes, but have meaning
regarding persona.l identity and extemal responses to the
person.

We are also exploring leading a workshop on "Diversity" at
the SCT Conference in 2000.

SCT@ GRoUP
PSYC HOTH E RAPY

in

ATII\NTA,
GEORGIA

Two Day
SCT@ Training Workshop with

Fran Carter & Susan Gantt
May 1sr and 2ND, 19gg

Three Day
SCT@ Training Workshop with

YVONNE AGAZARIAN
Fran Carter & Susan Gantt

October 1" to 3'd, 1999

For information Call:
susAN GANTT (404) 261-5559
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SAVI: System for Analyzing
Verbal lnteraction ay Anita simon

fflhis article continues to explore the relationship
I bet*een SAVI and SCTI. If we think of

I .o**unication as information transfer, and split
human communication into two components - affective

and cognitive - tien we can think of SAVI as a tool that
gives a graphic representation of the process of human

communication in these two major dimensions:

1) ROWS: The approach or avoidance dimension of
solving the problems inherent in information lransfer,
with red light behaviors inhibiting information
transfer and green light behaviors facilitating it, and

2) COLUMNS: The focus of the communication -
"Person" (column l) and "Topic" (columns 2 plus 3).

t If you are new to the SCT Newsletter, this is one of a

continuing series of articles about the SAVI Systern for
Analyzing Verbal Interaction. It builds on the previous
articles, which can be ordered from Mickie Rosen)

SAVI was developed as a tool to define any model of human
verbal interaction by the behaviors used to implement that
model. For example, if we were trying to define a good

Rogerian therapist, instead of saying tlat the therapist must
have empathy, we would dehne empathy by the behaviors
that such a therapist would use and not use (e.g. would use
paraphrasing and minoring feelings and would not use attack,
self defense, etc.; or if we were trying to define the behaviors
an effective manager would use in encouraging staff to
brainstorm, we might watch for tlte presence of open
questions 

- and silence (on the part of the manager), ard
absence or low level of discounts, yes buts, Ieading questions,
elc.

We can,likewise, apply SAVI to SCT to help operationalize
for practitioners and clients some of the rnore important basic
skills. One way that I've found helpful for myself and my
clients to differentiate between the Person system and the

Mernber system is that if one is talking to ones self in rcd

light, one is in the Person system: You're making me rb
this! - I'm never going to be able to leam this! - They
don't want me to ..... ! Yes, but Don't you really
think that if people wanted to be in group they'd hnd a way
to get here!

Further, an easy way to help myself and clients move from
the Person to the Self System (which can differentiate
between Facts and Feelings) is to stop and "code" what one is
saying, and if it's not. in Square 5, it's not a Fact statement,
and if it's not in square 7, it's not a Feeling slatement. As
oversimplified as that feels, it's quite a challenge to put
oneselfin Square 5 or Square 7 when one is experiencing hurt
feelings, self blame, rage, humiliation, shame and so forth.

An exercise I do with clients is to move back and forth
between the Person System and the Self System on a "1lxed"
topic. For example, the topic might be: "I wanted that last
piece of pie and you took it!". I ask client (individual or
couple) to alternate back and forth generating slalements first
from the Person and then the Self Systems. For example:

Person System Self Svstem

You don't care ahout me You took the last piece

of pie. Fact, Square 5.

You're a selfish person I wanted the pie.

Personal Fact, Square 4

My feelings don't count
for anything around here.

I am angry. Tells Own
Feeling, Square 7

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, something new has been dhd
to SAVI. In my work with couples, and in my work with
couple's therapists, I've been more and more slruck about the

SAYIGRID
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Other's Ideas

. Work Joke

Q Copyrigltt Sircn & AguuirL 1995
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frequent use of a particular type of Attack behavior which
I call Righteous Indignation Questions. (e.9. What did
you do that for? - Don't you think I already know how
to do that? - Did you stop and think about what would
happen if you did that? - If you really loved me, how
could you have forgotten my birthday? - Do you think I
wanted to be away from home for 2 weeks? - How
couW you??l!! )
Does this behavior seem instantly tzrniliar to you? In an

informal survey, I found tbat over half the couples I
worked with used that category in the first session.

Being able to label that category with a descriptive label
for the client gives the therapist, a wide variety of
directions to take in a first session.

You can start the differentiation process by helping a

client who is asking Righteous Questions if they see that
they are asking a question in a form that makes it hard to
get an answer, and invite them to ask a real question
(which moves them from the Person Column (Square 1)

to the Data Column (Square 5).

Red

Yellow

Grcen

Or you can help them see tiat the voice tone is itself
sending a message in code, which ciur easily be mis-
intcrpreted by the pafiner, and invite them to demde the

feelings in the question (which moves them form Rsl
Iight (Square 1) in the Person Column to Green Light
(Square 7) in the Person Column.)

Red

Yellow

Green

Bclth of these modes ol working witlr zr new client are part

of training to do the distraction exercisc which requires

that pcople be able to give tacts (Square ,5) zurd then

feelings (Square 7 - steps necessary to move from the

Person System to the Self System as delurcd in SCl'
theory.

Righteous Questions are a clear cxarnple of why SAVI
Red Light behaviors can be described as defenses agaiust
autientic communication - they rnask bo{h the content
and tie affect of the speaker. Until thc speaker "decodes"

his communication by coming down out of Red Light
bchavior and either stating facls or stating his f-eelings,

the information ernbdded in the communication remains
ambiguous, and the individual remains in the person system""

As I was culling for examples of this new category, a

humbling illustration came floating into my memorf from
my distant past. I was out to dinner, and remember myself as

saying, "How can you even think of ordering dessert, I'm so
full?. As an aside, I think it's helpful to practice coding red

Iight behaviors by examining our own behaviors first - it
keeps us on the right side of honest about "those" behaviors
and the people that use them.

Any examples you send to me of this new category, I'll
include in the next newsletter.

I'm trying to work on ways to increa-se your input to me
about using SAVI, at tlte same time as decreasing the time
and effort it takes for you to do that. I propose that you try
using the "feedback" form in tiis newsletter, and Ill
summarize what you tell me for next time.

Looking at the SAVI GRID, what behaviors do you think
make up the steps of the distraction exercise. What behavioral
training would help clients be able to do the steps more
easily?

New Theory Group
for Trainers

(on the phone)

Learn to:

think through theoretically the issues
involved in building and developing an
SCT system with the goal of training.

apply theory to training design - to
think through the theoretical and practical
issues at all levels of the system hierarchy in
a training event.

apply the principles of theory to the
development of the training system
and to respond spontaneously and
in context to the events that occur in
a training context.

Contact:
Fran Carter (215-988-9523

carte(2229@aol.com
Susan Gantt (404-261-5999

Sgantt@emory.edu
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Robbins

ver the past six months I have

been in the process of writing
an article, which has now
expanded into a series of two

articles. My goal is both to increase

the visibility of SCT in the public eye

and thus increase our collective base of
possible refenals and new trainees, ard
to do a valuable piece of education
about some important issues. The

specific audience which I targeted was

the spiritual community, both because

this is a community that I carc deeply
about and because I believe that SCT
has a tremendous amount to offer both
groups and individuals who are on a
spiritual path. The process has been

challenging, exciting, frustrating ard
rewarding.

The frst challenge I faced was to write
about SCT without jargon or abstract
theory. The first dnft whie$ I gave to
two spiritually oriented, professionals
(not therapists) came back with the

feedback that I lost them as soon as I
went into specific SCT techniques,
jargon or theory. The other piece of
feedback was that particular, concrete

case examples brought the theory down
to earth and kept their interest. From
these two pieces of feedback I realized

that to make SCT relevant" I had to
translate SCT insights into plain
English and use lots of case examples
to keep the discussion alive .

Another hurdle which I ha<l to clear was

llte temptation to do too much. I had to
narrow my focus to just a couple of
key points and then follow through
with the ramifications of these insights
tiroughout the body of the article. The
evolution of the articles' title reflected

this process. I started out with the

simple but vague "Some reflections on
the spiritual path from the perspective

of Systems-Centered Therapy".

'fhis evolved to the more interesting

but still somewhat vague "The
Alchemy of Group Work: Some re-

flections on the spiritual path from the

perspective of Systems-centered

Therapy". Then to the somewhat more

specific "Spiritual Awakening tr
Psychological Defense; Some reflect-
ions on spiritual practice atd
community from tlle perspective of
Systems Centered Therapy". Ard
finally, after Yvonne gave me the

feedback that she thought tiat I had

really written two articles rolled into
one, "Spiritual Awakening or Psycho-

logical Defense; Some reflections on

the spiritual development of individuals
from the perspective of Systems
Centered Therapy, part 1" ard
"Spiritual Awakening or Psycho-
Iogical Defense; Some refleclions on

the development of spiritual groups

from the perspective of Systems

Centered Therapy, part 2".

The three major points which I fuided
to focus on were: 1) That it was

important to distinguish between a

defensive psychological position such

as compliance, defiance, enchannnent

or disenchanunent and a true spiritual
awakening. I also gave succinct and

clear examples of how each of these

defenses might masquerade as a

spiritual awakening. (In part one, I
focused on how I had seen this occur

for individuals. In part two I look at

real life examples in the life of
spiritual groups and communities that I
have belonged to). 2) That a profound

confrontation with the unknown is
equivalent to what spiritual teachings

refer to as spiritual awakening. The

deepest level of the unknown brings us

face to face with what the Buddhists

call the "pregnant void", or with what

some mystical philosophers call "the

numinous." 3) That the movement
from centering in oneself to centering

in oneselfin context (from the dyad, to

the subgroup, to the group as a whole,

to a community, to humanity as a
whole in the context of our planetary

and galactic environment) is a

movement that is intrinsic to the

spiritual path. As we all know,
Systems Centered Therapy pays a
tremendous amount of attention to fhe

ability to center in oneself in context!

Once I got clear on these three points, I
had to distill out of the article anything
that didn't relate to them as well as any
jargon. The result are two articles Ooth
under 5,000 words!) that I think re
educational, timely and accessible.

My next hurdle will be to find a

publisher. My frst choice are national

magazines such as Yoga Journal,

Common Boundary, Family The"apy

Networker, New Age Magazine and a
few others. If I get refused from these,

I'll begin to look at more local
publication sources.

If you would like a copy of the articles
I would be glad to send or e-mail them

to you. Hopefully they will soon be

available through some venue of tie
popular press, but if you walt to 'beat

the crowd', just drop me a line at 617
623 -0024, or mrobb @ erols.com.

''
To get feedback on your ideas for publication

,.....',,Subm'it...yout, work..,,!.n..''Rr0$t-esb,..or..finished aiticle '
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SCT@ INSTITUTE MEMBERSH IP RPPL ICRTION
ANd D I RECTOBY OUESTI ONNR I BE

MEMBEBS RECEIUE
The Bi-Annual SCT Newsletter

SCTI Membership Directory
The SCT Journal

Access to Peer Mentorship

ONE MUST BE RN RCTIUE MEMBEB IN THE SCT INSTITUTE IN OBDEB TO RPPTV FOB
license to use the SCT trademark . invitation for a 5-Day Intermediate Skill Training . membership in Action Group

Annual Membership Fee is $55 (or more or less)
The membership year runs from the Nov., 1998 SCT Workshop to the Nov., 1999 SCT Workshop.

Join/renew now to be included as an active member in the 1998199 edition of the
SCT@ lnstitute Membership 0irectorg

WHICH WILL LIST TIIE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
. Member's name, degree(s), mailing address, phones, fax, e-mail. Type of SCT License held
. Affiliation, type of practice or work specialty. Areas of expertise and/or special interest to SCTI network. Hosts for ouf of town visitors

tr I WANT TO RENEW MY SCT MEMBERSHTp for 1999
New members who joined in the last quarter oY IgOS lmve the option
paying in full or of pro-rating the renewal fee by deducting $14.00.

n I WANT TO BECOME AN SCT MDMBER for 1999

Please list me in the next SCTI Membership Directory as indicated below.
Please check which address to use as your mailing address!

Name : (Please Print) Degree:

n
n
Home Phone:

E-mail:

WorVOffice Address:

Work Phone: FAX:

Type of SCT License held:

SCT members serve as mentors to one another and make themselves available for 10 minute free consultations.

List affiliation, specialty, areas of expertise, or special inlerests around which you would like to subgroup with

other SCT members. l)

i)

2)

4)

2)

List involvement with SCT Advisory, Action, or Special Interest Groups. l)

3)

Are you willing to host/house visitors from out of town or foreign countries? X Yes n No

U House I uost f, nnange for guest to visit hospitals or clinics in your area?

Enclosed is a check

Name of credit

Expiration date:

fo, $
card &

payable lo SCT/RHD or Charge to Visa, MC, An Express.

Signature;

Send to: SCTI Membership, c/o Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
The Systens-Centered Institute is adivision of Resources for lIunmn Development, Inc., a regbtered charitable orgnnilation.

SCT@, Systenrs-Centered@, Syslens-Centered'l'raining@, and Systems-Centered Therapy@
are registered lrademarks of Dr, Yvorne M. Agazarian
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THE JOURNAL ACTION GROUP
proudly announces publication of the

lrst and second edition of the

SCT'JoURNAL
Systems-Centered Theory & Practice

SCTI MEMBEBS BECEIVE THE SCT JOUBNAL
ADDITIONAL COPIES & COPIES FOR NON.

CAN BE ORDERED FOR

$TS.OO PER ISSUE
(plus postage and handling)

Add: $2.00 in the US, $2.50 in Canada or Mexico,
and $5.00 outside North America

Enclosed is payment of $ _
of the SCls Journal : Vol. 1

for _ copy/copies
Yol.2

Name:

Address:

Phone #

Mailtotal payment (including postage and handling) of
$ (payable to SCT/RHD) to:

SCT0 Press: c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

THE 1999 SPRING SCr"
WEEKEND WORKSHOP XVIII

with

WONNE AGAZTRIAN, Ed.D.

Claudia Byram, Ph.D
Fran Canter, LSW

Anita Simon, Ed.D.

Racquet Club of Philadelphia
April 23-25, 1999

GROUP A:
For people new to SCT or for more experienced
members who want to work in the first phase
of group development...
. work in a SCT group in the authority phase.
. observe a group working in the second phase ol

group development.
. identify the driving and restraining forces to

meeting the goals of the group, the subgroups
and the group members.

. work in the "Containing Role" .

GROUP B:
For people experienced in System-Centered work...
. conlinue work in the experiential large group
. observe a group working in the lirst phase of

group development.
. identify the driving and restraining forces to

meeting the goals of the group, the subgroups
and the group members.

Fee: $375.00 belore April 6h $425.00 after April 6b

On-siie Registration at 12:00 noon Friday, April 23'd

TO REGISTER NOW:
send a $50, (payable to Yvonne Agazarian)

non-refundable deposit to:
Mickie Rosen .70 Boucher Drive

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

To arrange Work Exchange: call Mickie Rosen
(215) 947-2818 Fax (215) 947-2821

0nden $CI Inaining fidio lapes
Nov. 1997 Training in Austin & Nov. Weekend 1998 in Phila

I nuUtic Lecture by Yvonne Agazarian (90 minutes) $8

I Set (s) of 7 Skill Training Lectures-Austin (210 Mins) $30

I Set(s) of 3 Weekend Workshop Lecrures (110 mins) $15

t] Austin November 1997 nPhila. November 1998

[] Combination set(s) 7 Skill Training lectures plus

3 Weekend Leclures (320 mins) Special price $40

Postage rates (based on $ amount of total order)

$0-20 add $1.00 $1 0-$20 add $2.00

$21-$30 add $2.50 $30 plus add $3.00

$50 or more add $3.50

Make check payable to Yvonne Agazarian
Send to: Joy Luther

413'l Spicewood Springs Road #D4, Austin, TX 78759

Total enclosed:

Name:

Address:

Phone and Fax

System-oriented
COUPLES'GROUPS

Newly-forming (Spring I 999)
ond ongoing,

lnq ui ries/ Referrols to
JoelWiessler
2t2,877.5177

joelw@eorthlink,nei
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I want I enclose $ Status or Item of Interest

To renew my Membership in SCTI for 1998 (Fee $55 or more or less)

To join or change how I am listed in 199711998 Membership Directory (Fill out and return
Membership Application Form on page 13).

To Purchase an additional Membership Directory ($3.00 plus postage)

To make a tax deductible contribution to SCTI (see notice on page 7).

To do outreach for new members and to int€rest new people in SCT training.

To continue receiving the SCT News (non-members receive Newsletter on request)

'lo order back issues of the SCT Newsletter (See cover page).

'lo purchase the SCT Journal: Vol. 1 

- 

Vol. 2- (Complete order form on page 14).

To Adopt-a-Page in The SCT Joumal. Contributions are tax deductible (see page 22).

To place an ad in: the Newsletter 

- 
Journal 

- 

pl1ss16 (See page 22 for ntes)

To order SCT Audio Training Tapes. (Use order form on page l4).

:..FEED-BACK::ION.:CO leAtIONSi..ii:.,,,P.gSErCA,TgN$:::l,rWEfi'i$tTE
: l: .

I want- to communicate/subgroup with other SCTI members via the SCTI Web Site.lsee page 18 and 19)

My e-mail address is:

I plan to submit an a-rticle- report- comments 

-to: 

the Newsletter 

- 

the Joumal

I arn interested in writ.ing and journal/newsletter article about

I want (who) to be my editorial mentor x {who1 to be my "Brainstorming Buddy"

I want a subgroup to co-author an article on :

I want to be an editorial mentor I want to be an "SCT Brainstorming Buddy"- co-author on the topic of:
* (see August 1998 Newsletter for definition of roles)

I want the following theoretical/technical question addressed in the next Newsletter- Journal

Feedback from :-A&lress:
Phone: (I'Iome) 0Vork) (Fax)

Send feedback sheet to: SC'II c/o Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Phone : (215) g 47 -281 8 Fax: (21 5) 9 47 -282 I E'mail: Mrosen @ ao l.cont
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sAvt woRKsHoPs
Winter 1999

I 3:i:ii.:.il...l:ii

4 6,,:,

9',,,1

A. BASIC WORKSHOP
New & Continuing SAVI Training

This workshop provides core SAVI training and

continued practice for improving the "invisible"
process of communication. This workshop offers
new and ongoing SAVI training in:

. core communication behaviors that
help or hinder information transfer
. core "alerts" - those repetitive loops

that get us into conversational froubles
. core strategies to undo t}lose alerts.

New York City:
Sat. and Sun. Fefuuary 27 and 28, 1999

Early Fee by January 20th - $275
Fee after by January 20th - $305

Note, This v'orkshop is open to colleagues arul/or
significant others who fuwe not had SCT training.

CONTACT: ANITA SIMON
2134 Wallace Street, Philadelphia PA f9130

Voice Mail: (215) 561-0341#3.
Home Phone: (215) 763-5644

Fax: (215) 763-7472

Uird b*i"", 14' x 15'available in two
office ,suite, in doorman buildinQ bn

..:. .,.1...We.it.,7ind:. Siiegl.. Uameen,,,C'olUmbius :

,,. ..dfrd...c6ttrbt,,,Parx 
west;..,$tao0;.., 

....l...,.........i.., 
i

.,.,,Cdii.r,.,.Sui-h,cai.i.tZl2tee;4':s.iE:2rd

SCT Training
Weekend in Austin

with
Yvonne Agazarian and Fran Carter

Foundation and intermediate level training.
Staff roles available for qualified people

at the Meeting Place

february 12-14, l9g9
Registration $350 by January 25 $400 after

Student rate: $175by January 25 $200 after

For lnformation Contact:
Sherry McKinney Goss (512') 301-2760
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You Have a Subgroup.o.ooo

Dean DaaV:
I read your elaborate article in the August 1998 Newsletter
with regard to your concem about the Institutionalization
of SCT, and wanted to let you know you have a tiny
subgroup over here in Ohio - tiny, as I'm at. present the
only SCT trainee in the state.

First of all, I'm joining your subgroup by investing some
of my own time and energy to the issues you raised, as it
musl have taken you a fair amount of your time to
delineate your thoughts. But most of all, I am joining
with you on wanting to move slowly in and with our
valuable organization. I want to also build on some of
your ideas.

Since August'98 i, too, am living in a rural area and hd
questions about to how one introduces, formally or
informally, a new system (such as Systems-Centered

Theory) into a naturally resistant environment. As you
and I have experienced personally, true integration of this
remarkable theory - oners ability to live it, not just
know it intellectually 

- does take years. The slow pace

may be isomoqphic with the patience it rakes to introduce

it into any environment (to individuals or groups for
educational and/or therapeutic goals). I see pople's
resistance as inevitable, even if SCT hnds a way to

become less "obscure", as one of your students called it. I
find myself resisting aspects of the theory to this day,

even tough in the past four years I have had overwhelming
evidence of its validity and usefulness. The slow pace is
also isomorphic to the years it took Yvonne to formulate
and sharpen her brilliant ideas into an elegant, applicable

and useful theory called "SCT".

Just like you, I have been curious (if perhaps less I'earful

or anxious) about how one cstablishes a functional 
- as

opposed to stereotypical - hierarchy in the Systems-

Centered Institute, one that is prermeable enough to

difference, yet is able to maintain integrity, paflicularly zs

it relates to licensing/accreditaticln. the slow pace inherent

in the hierarchy, may be the driving force towanls
establishing a functional accreditation procedure as well.
Unlike existing licensing boards that only measure onc's

cognitive abilities as a Psychologist. or Social Worker, it
seems to me for SCT credentialing it would rcquire a

rneasure of one's conduct in the lirger environments - in
othcr words, one's ability to "live the theory", whether or

ilnot one uses it in psychotherapeutic work, in education

or in industry. To measure that kind of integration is, of
course very difficult" if not impossible. However, there is a
working draft in place of a "Training and Assessment
Logbook" develo@ by the Training Advisory Group in
1997, which could be used for review by one's Mentor(s) ard
Yvonne to determine accreditation Oased on the years of
formal training and one's personal goats.) I am willing to
remain curious, "sit at the edge of the unknown", and explore
what. other voices we hear from the community, and to
believe in the group process: I have often been surprised by
very satisfactory outcomes tlat were the result of applicd
SCT principles.
Respectfully yours,

?e.zcaa, %ar*/q

SCT Training for

Business
A One Day Workshop with
Yvonne Agazarian

Wednesday February 10, 1999
8:00am - 12:3O pm & 2:00-5:45 pm

the Meeting Place
2100 Nodhland Drive
Austin, Texas

Cost: $150 by January 5, .1999 
$175 after

Acclaimed for her contribution to the psychology
of Communication, Yvonne Agazarian will lead a
Systems-Centered Training to teach some of her
revolutionary business communication skills

Application of this training will positively impact
your organization in the areas of communication
conflict resolution and idea generation.

For more information, or to register,
Call: Alice Wilson at (512) 452-0067 or

Elota Patton (512) 328-0255
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SCTI Weh Site in the Making!
from the Ad Hoc Web Site Group: Yvonne M. Agazarian Claudia Byram, Fran Cafter, Susan Cassano, and Susan Gantt

Electronically Centered...
SCTI is on the verge of launching a web site -- a source of information about SCT and a channel for communication to, from
and among members. The first phase, thinking through what we want on the site and taking the first steps to bring it into
reality, is under the overall direction of the Work Action Group. We have been working with Sheryl Leventhal of Sightmap,
who is actually designing the site, finding a home for it and bringing it on-line. While the site is under construction, you can

view it at www/sightmap.com/scti (be sure to use lower case) however, this is not how the final web site address will look
and not atl the links are functional. Comments go to Claudia Byram.

The Plan. So far, visitors to the site will see five active choices on the Home Page: SCT Theory, Training, Staff Contacts,
Related Links, and Members Only. Eventually SCT Press will have a section also. Our initial energy will be toward setting
up the Training Information and Members Only sections, and then we will build from there to make tie site useful to people

who are not akeady participating in SCT training.

WEB Questionnaire
Your answers will shape the web-site, so go to it!

Please fax or mail this page, br e-mail answers to Cl'audia B-yram:

Fax : (609) 267-6511. Mail: 249 Shreve St" Mt. Holly, NJ 08060 . e-mail: cbyram@uscom.com

1. Are you cunently connected to the World Wide Web
yes n no fl
2. If yes, How long?
Less than 6 months n 6-12 months n one year or more n
3. Ifno, do you expect to be connected within the next year? yes a no fl
4. How comfortable are you downloading files, e.g. the Newsletter?
Comfortable ! O.K., but I still get confused a Not at all comfortable g
What would you like to be able to do on an SCTI Web-site?

5. If we asked you to download and install a "helper" application, how comfortable would you feel?
comfortable 3 oK, but give me step-by-step D Not at all n
6. See information on coming SCT training evens?
vesn non
7. Join on-line chat* on SCT theory and applications?
yesn notr
8. Join a List** for discussion of SCT? yes fl no |f
9. Get updates on the work of various SCTI Work Groups? yes tr no n
10. Get the Newsletter on-line? yes E no tr
11. Other ideas?

* On-line chat -- contributors are on-line at the same time, viewing each other's messages as they are typed in.
**List -- Members sign up to receive e-mail communications from other members on the List. The topic and

purpose of tle List is set by ttre List Administrator, and e-mail to the List automatically goes to all who have

signed up.

Name: Phone:

FAX:

E-Mail:

Address:
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Tips for Finding your Way to
and around the SCTI Web Site:
by Sheryl Leventhal

SCTI moving into the 21"'century:

Well, we're finally doing it - 
getting ready for the 2l"t

century. One of the new technologies we'd like to use is

the Internet, with all it's convenience and speed of

communication. Boy, are we excited!

Our goal is to be up and running by Feb. 1.

Wait till you see what we have in store - an entire

community of SCT- trained folks just like you, waiting to

offer advice, continue discussions started in groups, or

simply update you on the new and exciting things we're

planning throughout the year.

Herets what you need to know about our new Web

Site: The URL is: http://www.sct-institute.org.

(Translation: That's the address on the World Wide Web

where you can find us. If you think of the WWW as a big

map, then:

o The httptll is the type of car you are driving - in

this case it's a convertible, and anyonc can see

everything in the car. (As opposed to a moving van,

where you can't see anything.)

r The www is the name of the street you are looking

lor (ex. Elm St.) and could just as easily be called

home, default, or pluto.In most cases the www is
used to indicate it's a public place and anyone can go

there, but it's an optional designation. That's why

sometimes a web addre ss will not have

www.compan))nanrc.corn, but rnight be instead

j up ite r. c o ntp any nanrc. cortt.

o The sct-institute is the name ol the city you are

trying to find.

. .com tells you what type of place you are going. The

niost comnlon are:

.com = commercial. This web site is part of a for-

protit company.

.0rg = opgznkation. Usually means non-profit.

.edu = educational. Only educational institutions may

have this designation

. .gov = government. A government web site
(www.IRS.gov is surprisingly useful !)

When you get to our site, here's a few navigation tips:

As you move your mouse around the front page, descriptive

text will pop up to tell you what's behind each section. If you

choose a section (by clicking with the mouse) you are

following a link to another page. This is called Hypertext

because you don't have to follow the pages in a linear fashion

- you can go to whichever page you choose in whichever

order you choose (great for all us non-linear thinkers!).

Once you are inside the site, the main navigation will be on

the left side of your screen. Each section of the site will have

the same side navigation, but each section will also have it's

own navigation at the top. For example:

Let's say you are in the Theory section, but want to go to the

Training section. Use the moirse to click the Training option

in the left-side navigation bar. The next view you will see is

of the left-side bar staying the same, but the top navigation

has changed, along with the main body of the text. From here,

you can go to any of the Training options that interest you,

such as First Steps or Timeline.

If you want to go back to the beginning, choose the Home

option. If you want to go back one page, use the Back button

on your browser button bar.

Members Only: Feel free to go straight to the Members

section. This section is for dues paying members only and

contains great information, discussions and case histories to

help you along with your studics.

E,ach work group will have it's own section to exchange

information, and we'll try to put a new case up every month

for members to discuss treatment options.

'fhe Newsletter will also be available for download and

viewing via .pdf format using Adobe Acrobat Reader. (More

on how to get this free prograrrr and how to install and use it
in the next issue.)

We'll have nore tips for you on the site itself, as well as

sending rnore along in the next Newsletter.

See you online!

a

a
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Surprises and Learnin
Staying Curious at the Edge of
the Unknown by Neit snipes

he group was standing ouside the office building

at the time boundary for the start of its session.

They were unable to enter the office on the second

floor. The turbulence was severe at the time and space

boundaries. The facts were multi-fold: first" three weeks

ago the lcader had announced he was moving to another

city and the group would not continue under his

leadership. This announcement had occurred just as the

group had moved to a new level of trust and cohesion.

Second, two weeks prior, the kader had had to move the

group to a new physical space for the last four sessions of
the termination process, when a lease renewal on his

office space was refused. A new space reflecting the tastes

and personality of another therapist had generated intense

subgrouping during the first session there. And now, at

the boundary of the third session in the new, still
somewhat alien space, there was an unexpected banier

confronting the group. The whorls of turbulence buffeted

the group even more intensely as they stood in the

growing darkness of this early December evening.

And finally, the owner of the office who had generously

made the space available on Monday nights had fo.rgotten

to clisann the burglar alann atd the leader had set off the

loud penetrating siren twice entering the office. Efforts to

contact the owner of the office were to no avail. The

Leader could not disarm tlte a,lann iu:td the group could not

enter the borrowed space to continue it's good-byes. 'fhe

lessons teach that we dct-end against fiustration in the

fonns of anxiety, tension and initability. Yes we do!

The l-earhr thought f'uriously what to do. He could not

remember ever receiving a picce of psychotherapeutic

training about adapting and improvising in the field. the
group had been through so much in the last year. It

unexpectedly lost two tnernbers in addition to the

announced and processcd exit of a greatly valued member.

This reduced the group mernbership to tbur. And sincc the

change to the new office space, one of these four had not

come to the sessions. So thete the tlree members stood,

looking at thc l-eader oulside thc alien officc with the

norti wind blowing, w:utting to work, wanting to meet,

wanting to make the best of the tirne remaining as it
slipped past, and yet, they could not.

'flre l-eader suggcsted the group meet at the coffee shop

around the corner fron where they stood. A table in a

crowded space seemed better than no space at all. The t-eada

worked hard during the drive to the shop to undo nega{ive

predictions and the impulse to go one down to the group.

The group depended on his leadership, his ability to guide ard
provide, and now the group was having to make do in a coffee

shop. The edge of the unknown was the only place for the

l,eada in that moment. He could not know what would

happen until it was happening.

Seated at the table after ordering coffee a member cracked

wise about undoing distractions. The kader asked her for the

facts of her distraction. In a sweeping gesture with her arm

she replied, "Duhhhh, about 10 to 15 people in this room
including the ones walking past us."

"And how do you feel about sitting at this table in a colTee

shop with your group in the midst of 10 to 15 people,

including tiose walking by", asked the Leader.

She paused and replied, "I am curious about how to make use

of this time." "Yes", said the Leader, "we are at a fork in the

road. Down one fork is exploration of the possibility of
finding a way to salvage the session. Down the other is to let
the enormous turbulence keep us in our heads."

The group chose the exploration fork. In the next hour the

members did a remarkable job of subgrouping around their

reactions to tlte new office, the r':il5it, member and then

eventually, to their great affection i' each other. They found

genuine voice for their sense of br:,,,nging to the group ard

for the value they held for s3gfu 61 1:*r. They acknowledged

that they were the core of the grcup and that they were

grateful for each other.

The Leader sat amazed as he watched and listened to the tlree
members in the coffee shop speak to each othcr from the

heart. IIis observing self system was working ovcrtine to

take in what was happening and rnake sense of it, all the

while, trying to stay present enOugh to respond to the

members as they required. At the time boundzry for surprises

anrl learnings, the rnembers voiced deep pride in themselves

for the ability to undo their reactions to tlte tremendous

turbulence that buffeted the group. The surprise and deep

satisfaction was the same for all at the table. The group kd
brought with them into this public place the same sense of
boundaries that they had worked so hard and long to leam ad
intemalize during the last two years.

The Leader's pride iIr the members and in himself was as

large as his sadness at the loss of such a rich zurd rewading

belonging. During the drive home he was aware of the

fullncss and intensity of the zrfterglow from the session.

Never had he felt so grateful for concept of staying at the edge

of thc unkno'ln and being curious.
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Editor's note: This is the first of a regular column that
will feature articles about how we are applying what we
learn in our faining/experiential groups to our everyday

lives. It is the "rest of the story," the vital missing piece

that highlights the personally tranformative learnings that
many of us are now experiencing. It is also a way of
journaling about (and reminding ourselves o0 the driving
and restraining forces ttrat keep us moving toward, tr
away from, our personal and professional goals. hl
addition, the column will feanrre poems, songs, excerpts
from other authors, movie themes etc. that remind us of
SCT theory or technique with the goal of helping us

integrate and hnd the similarities with the work of non-

SCT writers, theorists and pbilosophers. It is a column
that wiil feature YOU and will only appear if yOU write
it. "Write it and it will come."

My Fork in the Road.....
I return from the latest Authority Issues Group with some
more learnings about how I change or leave parts of
myself out in ordcr to "fit in" a group...I am clearer of the

cost to my identity of doing so and determined to keep

this fork in mind especially as I relate to people I don't
know well, where I am most susceptible to using this
defense. So, today, I am getting ready to go to a pot luck
lunch with a group of professionals, most of whom I am
meeting for the second or third time. I have agreed to

bring drinks, paper plates, cups and utensils, prirnarily
because I have these supplies on hand at my office and I
am detennined to keep my life simple at this holiday
season. I had clearly thought this out and was proud of my
plan to take care of rnyself, but, as I am getting ready to
go to the lunch, I begin to rhink about stopping by a
store and getting just a few other things: maybe some

fried chicken or something warmer. Too bad I didn't make

some soup, is there some place I could pick that up?

Suddenly, I am down the fork of changing what works fu
me into a plan that, I think, would delight those I am
joining. I start to see myself coming into the luncheon

loaded down like Santa. I can even start convincing myself
that this is a good thing to do because it. is generous ad
thoughtful. It is as if I am not already a generous and

thoughtful person and have to "double up" to show that I am.
Fortunately, sometiing clicks, and I remember my goal fon

the season as well as my learning from the Authority Group.
So, I ask myself: Am I working with what I already have m
changing it in order to "fit in"? The answer was easy to find.
All I needed for this luncheon was literally sitting &ere on

the counter space in my office kitchen, and all I needed to join
the group was right there inside me.

This work reminds me of a familiar poem which I understand
very differently these days. Do you?
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Applying SCT to a Resettlement
What I have leamed in the move from Philadelphia to
Cleveland, which, among other things, necessitated

selling our house and buying a new one, can be said in a

few words: containing frustration maybe useful to a

system-as-a-whole, but personally, it's no fun, just hard

work. For three months I lived on the edge of the

unknown, either not lnowing whether our house was

going to sell, or whether we were going to find a suitable

new one. (fhree weeks before our two children's school

started we still didnt have an address.) I perpetually undid

negative predictions and contained loads of frustration with
only a few verbal discharges (related to primary existential

angst, I might add). Just sitting with the unknown

without making negative predictions, and containing ad
directing the energy in frustration proved to be quite

worthwhile to our family system. Eventually, after weeks

of hard physical labor, (which seemed downright easy

compmed to containing the various frustratiotts), all
aspects of my new life did fall nicely into placel Now, I
have to work on not talking myself into an outrage about

how unfair it is, tiat I'm still the only one in my family
working hard at applying these skills...Do I have a

subgroup for that?

_:.- 'l/eut<a, %a.Pfu
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April 1999
SCT Trainin$

in Philadelphia
for information about hotel rcservations

or altemative housing
Contact: Elaine Bass (215) 877-0765

Adopt-A-Page
in the next SCT Journal

Contact Mickie Rosen (215) 924-2818

THE ADVERTISING RATES:
Actual Newsletter size.. .... 8 112" x 11/'

Ad Sizes: Rates:

Full-page (7" x '10")....."........ ...$tSO

Three quafier -page (7"x 7')...............$100

Half -page Horizontal (7"x 4 1 121') . .. . . . .. $AO

Half-page Vertical (3 112"x I 1 l2')........"..$aO

Quarter-page Horizontal (7" x 2 1/4-).....$50

Quarter-page Vertical (3 112" x 4 314")......5A

Business card size (3 112' x 2 114"). .. ...$ZS

The text of your message can include any
combination of texl, graphics and/or logo

(if copy is not camera-ready,
add $10 for set -up charge).

Send a check, payable to RHD/SCT, to:

Systems-Gentered Press
Mickie Rosen . 70 Boucher Drive,

Huntingdon ValleY, PA 19006
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First NYC Foundation

Course in SCT
Co.led by

Jon McCormick, Eileen Jones,
and Vicki Wurman

with
Claudia Byram and Fran Carter

Conference Center 2L (2nd Floor)
10 Union Square East
(14th and 15th Streer)

Phillips Ambulatory Care Center

Offering the Last Two of a
Series of Four Workshops

(the same as 1st four of the Philadelphia Series)

January 23, 1999
lll. How to Get through Group Defenses

February 27,1999
IV. Phases of Group Development

Each workshop includes didactic, practice,
experiential groups, and review components

Workshops are suitable both for people new to SCT
and those with some experience. One may register for
the series or for individual workshops, ahhough each
workshop builds on the ones preceding it.

Each lndividual Workshop $tZS
Dates to be announced lor Next full Series

l. Learning How to Subgroup

ll. How to Develop A Working Group

Contact person: Vicki Wurman (212) 929-8927

S-Day SGloTraining in

York, England
with Yvonne Agaglarian, Ed.D.,

Fran Carter, LSW, and Susan Gantt, Ph.D.
This five day intensive course combining lecUres, skills traininq, ard
gxpqd.enlial training goups is des(yred for those workingi witr
individuals, couples, families, groups and work groups.

Two concurtent Coutseg;

INTRODUCTION TO SCT
Containing roles offered for qualified people

INTERMEDIATE SKILL TRAINING
Training mentor roles offered for qualified people

Monday, September 6th
Throuqh Fridav. September 10. 1999
Hunting&n Rooms, Knls Manbr, Exhibition Squire, york

For information contact:
Liza Engley Millen Telephone and Fax: 011 44 1904 699417

or E+nail: m iller.york@dial.pipex. uk
or Fran Carten (21 5) 988-9523 . Fax (21 5) 988-9556

Third British
SCT@ Training Weekend

York, England
with

Fran Carter, LSW & Susan Gantt, Ph.D.
May 14th and 15th , 'tggg

For inf ormation contact:
Liza Birgley Miller. Telephone and Fax: 01 1 44 1904 693417

or E-mail: miller.york @dial.pipex.com
or Fran Carter . (2 1 5) 988-9523 . Fax (2 1 5) 988-9556

Where: RacquCr Ctub of Philadelphia ,,

When: Septemtiei 24-27."1998 ,,,, :

''March!8-2l,.'l999'':

s[ur
on Hotel Accommodations for the

SPRING COHORT GROUP
Rooms will be held in
Dick Ganley's name

at reduced rate of $129 per night

untir Mdrch 15, 1999

Gall Dick Ganley at 610-664-5730
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This information is for those of you who are interested in
the options for leaming about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the WHERE TO GO TO
GET WHAT chart are part of an emerging network of
training resources. These resources can be explored as your
interests and skills lead you, or approached in a systematic
way with the goal of becoming thoroughly trained in the

theory and practice of SCT. In addition to the resources

listed on the chart" Systems-Centered workshops are often

offered through American Group Psychotherapy Association

Conferences and the meetings of other professional

organizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of ex-periential,

theoretical and technical training. You can leam about

Systems-Centered Therapy by attending training events at
the level that matches your interest and resources - time,
energy and money - from exploring SCT to making a

commitment to formal training. The time, energy ard

money invested in SCT training varies from time to time
for members, based on life circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is functional. The emphasis

is less on "checking off' certain experiences than on

actually mastering the theory, methods, and the techniques.

Five working levels have emerged for people interested in
learning SCT:

. Exploration

. Foundation Training

. Intermediate Training

. Advanced Training

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this

level)
''.'.''''-'''.'

::::::]::..].:]..i::i:..:.::]i:..:::,.:::j],::::]:::ii:i::::'].i]::iE..ryI.xr.'RING.:js:cT..:..:::....:.

In exploring SCT you can attend training events once or as

many times as you find useful. Some find the experiential

work valuable for personal growth; others want to leam the

theoretical approach well enough to comparc it to their
ownl others use elements of theory and technique in their
current practical applications. At this level of participation,
you are your own guide, sipping or drinking deeply as your

interests and resources permit.
''''

.' '....l...'...,..,........l...Fo,UNDA,TroN..::T:B 'rNING....':...'...ll 
.,.,'ll........l,'.'.:l..

Sorne people discover enough value in SCT theory and

practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
fteir work. At this point it begins to matter whether tleir
accumulating tmining experiences are building a foundation

for later work. Especially imporrant at this level is the

personal development and training that comes liorn working

in an on-going experiential training group, and working
with sufficient intensity to explore and contain one's'own
issues with authority. At a minimum, an experiential
training group and some work with theory are foundations
to further work in SCT. If you find yourself exploring this
shift into more sfructured training, you can make contact
with an SCT Mentor to lurd out more about the u-aining
process.

: :rr . ...: . '' ,, ., .: . 1 .:::::..::.r.: , .:. .

'.:....:::::::::.:.::l::..l:'ll:l:;:::::.s.{,. ERMEDIA;ffii.:.li[RfiINi$IG'":

Having leamed to work as members in an SCT group, ard

to understand and contain the dynamics of their own
authority issue, people become eligible to move to
Intermediate training experiences. The Intermediate level of
training introduces more focus on theory, on the technical
skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries, and on
containing the dynamics of a group. As the training
program emerges, the transition to Intennediate work
increasingly involves working in the Containing role in
experiential groups, that is, working as a group member,

but with the addition of conscious awareness of oneself as a
function of the group and of the group in which one is
functioning. Major components of Intermediate training me

the two 5-Day Training sequences. The 5-Day Skill training
workshops focus on the technical skills of defense

modification in Modules 1 and Z, and the management of
oneself in relation to changing roles and goals as member
and mentor. The 5-Day Authority Issue training group is an

experiential group working the issues of Module 3 in depth.
At the Intermediate level, participants work in a Theory
group and a Supervision group in addition to their ongoing
Experiential group.

':'''::'''':',' , , ADVANCED, rnntnN" ',,

Advarrced training roles and activities are emerging. These

will be a blend of experiential work, theory and supervised

application, with an emphasis on the integration of
comprehensive and apprehensive understanding in the

context of managing all relevant boundaries in an

application setting. An essential part of Advanced training
is the ongoing Cohort Group (developed from membenhip
on the authority Issue Group), which takes on tasks as u'ell
as developmental functions.

...... 
.......ll:.i......l...lll..........ll,.. .TRAt,XreR ..TRAI.MNG , ,.,i,iii:i...:..:i.....,.:

No formal training has emerged yet at this level. Some

elements of training experiences are available m staff

rnembers for the Saturday Series at Friends Hospiral in
Philadelphia and in some SCT Weekend Workshop.
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A - Austin
B - Boston
C- San Francisco
G - Atlanta
N - New York
P - Phila.
T- Telephone
Y - York
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CONTACT PEOPLE:
Atlanta: Susan Ganrr (404) 261-5559
Austin: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166, Yvonne Agazuiatt (215) 561-1428 Fran Carter (215) gg}-9523
Boston: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Steve Weinsrein (617) 488-3613, Fran Carter (215) 9gg-9523
Saturday fntro Series, Philadelphia: Clauclia Byram (215) 561-0341, New york Vicki Wurman, (212) g7g-ggyj
Philadelphia: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-1428, Fran carter (215) 9gg-9523
New York: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-i428, Fran Carter (215) ggg_9523

Telephone Theory Group: : Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 orFran Carrer (215) 9gg-9523
York, England: Yvonne Agazarian (Zl5) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 9gg_9523, Susan Ganrt {4M) 261_5999
Liza Bingley Miller FAX 01144 19M 63341j
San Francisco: Fran carrer (215) 9BB-9523 or susan Gantt (404) 26r-5999

GENERAL MENTORS: Fran Carter (215) 983-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341, & Susan Gantt (404) 26l-5999
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FIRST MONDAY OF THE MONTH:
SAMPLING SCT

Everybody is welcome to attend an introductory
"explaining and exploring" of the SCT erper-
ience. Container Role training available for
experienced SCT members.

. Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
21st & Spring Garden Streets (On-site parkinC)

. When: 6:00-9:00 pm
The first Monday of each month exceP
for August and Septernber.

. Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian
(215) 561-7428 for information.

MONDAYSI SCT TRAINING GROUP

Permanent membership in an ongoing
experiential training group from 6:00-7:30 pm.
Skill training in SCT techniques of functional
subgrouping, boundarying, and the hierarchy
of defense modification.
Optional T'ai Chi : fromT:3O pm-8:15 pm.

. Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Strees (On-site parking)

. When: 6:00-7:30 pm
Every Monday (first Monday of lhe month
optional) Group does not meet in August

. Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.

. Cont{ct: Yvonne Agazarian
(215) 561-7428 for information

LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:
SCT TRAINING DAY
with Yvonne Agazarian

The SCT training day includes:

Theory Seminar 9:0G10:45 am

Experiential Training Group 11:0O-12:30 pm

Leadership Practicum 1:30-3:00 Pm

Supervision 3:0G4:30 Pm
Thse courss can be taken sepamtely or together.

. Where: Friends Hospital,4641 Roosevelt
Blvd. On-site parking.

. When:The last Wed. of each month
except for August.

. Reglstrationl
$,10 any single session
$35 each for any two or tltree sessions

$125 for full day (Airline Cornmuters: $100)
. Contact: Yvonne Agazrrian (215) 561-'7428

Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, or Claudia Byram
(215) 561-0341 for information.

LAST WBDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:
SCT TRAINING GROUP

Permanent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group.

Skill aaining in SCT techniques of
functional subgrouping, boundarying,
and the hierarchy of defense modification, etc.

Where: 1831 Chestnut Sfeet, Phila-, PA

When: 6:00-9:00 pm.
The last Wednesday of the month except
for August.

Reglstratlon: $50 on-site or in advane.

Contactr Yvonne Aga:ari an (215) 561-7428
for more information.

THURS AY EVENINGS:
NEW I'OUNDATION TRAINING GROUP

with Fran Carter
. Where: 2229 Brandywine Street, Phila, PA

. When: Ongoing group with review 6:0G7:30

. Registration: $50 a session or work exchange

. €ontac{: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

LAST FRIDAY OFTHE MONTH:
INTERMEDIATE SCT THEORY GROUP

with Yvonne Agazarian
. Wherv: l83l Chestnut Street, Phila-, PA

. When: 3:00 - 4:05pm
Last Fridat of month except for 2/19, no
group in August, and 12l17.

. Regislration: $25
Payment on-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for infornralion.

LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
INTERMEDIATE SCT TRAINING GROT.]P

Permanent membership in an advanced
ongoing experiential raining group that
meets monthly (Membership by inritation only)

. Wherc: 1831 Chestnut Street, Phil&, PA

. When: 4:15 - 5:45 pm see above dates.

. Contact: Barbara Mumma (610) (A2-7 412

SATURDAY:
TWO INTRODUCTORY SEMINARS:

BUILDING GROUPS THAT WORK with
Claudia Byram, Fran Carter and Staff

. Boundaries: Focusing Group Energy for Work
February 6, 1999

. Undoing Anxietyr Building Reality-Testing
Skills - April 10, 1999

. Where: Friends Hospital
4641 Roosevelt Blvd.

. When: 9:00am-12:30ptn

. Registration: $50

. Contact: Claudia BlT arn (215) 561-0341 #l

2.DAY SCT TRAINING WORKSHOP
with Fran Carter and Susan Gantt

. When: May 1r and 7d 1999

. contact 3 susan Gantt (404) 261-5559

3.DAY SCT TRAINING WORKSHOP
wlth Yvonne Agazarian,

Fran Cgrter and Susan Gantt
. When: october 1r-3'd, 1999
. Contsct : Susan Ganrt (4O4) 261-5559

MONTHLY TRAININGGROUP
with Susan Gantt

Monthly experiential SCT group wilh theory
presentation and one hour of supervision time.

. Where: 1819 Peachtree Road, Suite 603,
Atlanta, GA 303@

. When: 12:15-5:15 pm - first Friday of the month
. Registration open: $150.
. contact susan Gann (404) 261-5559

Ili:.:.i:,.:.j.r::i,.i.i.;:;i;FN:;,Ci.:E;iH:,a*,0

s.DAY INTRODUCTORY AND
INTERMEDIATE TRAINING IN YORK,

with Yvonne Agazarian, Fran Carter,
and Susan Gantt

. lVhen: September 6 through 10, 1999

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215)561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Liza Miller Phone/Fax Oll44 l9U 633417

. 2.DAY SCT@ TRAINING
with Fran Carter and Susan Gantt

. When:.May 14 and 15, 1999

. Contact: Fran Carter (215)988-9523,Lia
Miller Phone/Fax 011.14 19o{ 633417,or
Susan Gantt (4C4.) 261-5559
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FRAN CARTER AND SUSAN GANTT
. Registration: $15 per hour + $45 consult fee
. Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or Susan

Gantt (404) 261-5999

SAN FRANCISCO WEEKE\D TRAI:{ING
with Fran Carter and Susan Gantt

. When: March i2-13. 1999

. Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or Susan
Gantt (4O1) 261-5999

ON.GOING }IONTHLY STUDY GROUP
with Fran Carterand Susan Gantt

. Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or Susan
cantt (4Ol) 267-5999

CONSULTANTS:
Yvonne Agazarian and Kenneth Eisold
. Where: Racqu€t Club of Philadelphia

' When: March 18-21, 1999
October 14-17,1999
(location to be delermined)

. Registration: $600 early, $650 late.

. Contact: Susan Gantt (4Ol) 261-5999
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FTVE-DAY INTERMEDIATE WORKSHOPS
GTVING & TAKING A{.]'fHORITY

By invitation only: Closed Membership
. Wher,e: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
. When: Spring 199

Authority Issue Gmup II
l:00 pm Sunday, April 1 8 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
AprilZz,1999

. \[hett: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: Fall 1999
Authority Issue Group lI

l:00 pm Sunday, November 14 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 18, 1999.

. Registration Fees:
Spring: $575 before April 6,1999, $625 after.
Fall : $575 before Nov. 2,1999, $625 after.

o Contgct: Yvonne Agazarian for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

SKILLTRAINING

By invitation onlyl This is a frve-day intensive
skill training in SCT techniques with video tape
feedback and peer review. Intermediate
training is for those who have been involved .in
SCT for at least two years and are currently in
an ongoing SCT training group. Opportunity for
working in the Mentor Role.

. When: Spring Intermediate WorkshopX
1:00 pm Sunday, April 15 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
Apil22, 1999 Mentor Training with Fran
Carter, Saturday, April l4d, 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

. Where: Racquet CIub of Pluladelphia

. Registration:
Spring 1999: $575 before April 66, $625 after.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or
Susan Gantt (404') 261-5999 information/cnteria,
Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818 registration:

BOSTON TRAINING WEEKEN'D
with Yvonne Agazarian

. When:
Spring Weekend Workshop: March 27-28,1999
Experiential & didactic with opportunity for
Contarner Ro'le,
Theory & Leadership Practicum: March 29th
9:@-1:00 pm

. lVhere: 259 Massachusetts Ave, fulington, MA

Fall Weekend Workshop: October Dates and
Times to be announced.
Experiential & didactic with opportunity for
Container Role during weekend
Theory & lradership Practicum on Monday

. Wherel 259 Massachusetts Ave, Arlington, MA

. Registration: 2-day fee:$275 early, $325 late.
Theory Group:$75, $50 if taken with the
weekend workshop

. Contact: Steve Weinstein (781) 488-3613

BOSTON ONGOING TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Steve Weinstein

Experiential group with lecture.

. Where: 86 Boston Ave.
West Medford. MA 02155

. When: l:45-4:45 prn. First Sunday of month.

. Registration: $80 on-site.

. Contact: Steve Weinstein (781) 488-3613

WEEKEND SCT WORKSHOT'S
Introductory and Experienced Group member-
ship available. Opportunity for working in the
Container and Mentor Roles.
Group A: For people new to SCT or for more
experienced members who want to work in the
containing role.
Group B: For people experienced in Systems-
Centered work who want to work in the second
phase of group development.
When: Spring Weekend Workshop XVIII
l:00 pm Friday, April 23 to l:00 pm
Sunday, April 25, 199
Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

When: Fall Weekend Workshop XIX
l:00 pm Friday Nov. 19 to l:00 pm
Sunday, Nov.2l, 1999
Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
Registration:
For Spring: $375 before April 6s, $425 after.
For Fall: $375 before November 2, $425 after.
Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

SCT TRAINING WEEKEND IN AUSTIN
with Yvonne Agazarian and Fran Carter
Inlroductory and intermediate experiential
group membership available. Training roles
open to qualified people.
Where: The Meeting Place Conference Center
When: February 12-14, 1999
Registration: $350 in advance or on-sire.
Contact: lou Rigler (512) 320-0309

WED. FREE WIIEELING STI.IDY GROIJ'P
Group meets the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of the
month frx SCT training.

. Where: Austin, Texas

. When: 12:15-l:30pm

. Contact: Rich Armington (512) 3060166

WED. SCT SUPERVISION
with Rich Armington and Susan Cassano
Group meets every other Wednesday
for SCT consultarion.

. Where: 2525 Wallingwood Dr. Suite #701

. When:9:3O11:00am

. Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166 or
Susan Cassano (512) 327-4170

FOUN'DATON TRAINING GROUP
with Susan Lange and Sydnor Sikes

Weekly 90 minute sessions to include
didactrc and experiential learning. Where! 4131 Spicewood Springs Rd. G-5

. When: Thursdays - l2:30-2:00 pm. Contact: Susan Lange (512)3461195 or
Sydnor Sikes (512) 469-0582

THURSDAY SCT TRAINING GROUP
with Rich Armington and Susan Cassgno

A combination of experiential, worlg theory,
and skill building

. Where: 2525 Wallingwood Drive Suire #701

. When: Weekly 8:30- 10:00 Thursday mornings

. Contsct: fuch Arrnington (512) 306-0166 or
Susan Cassano (512) 327-41"10

FIRST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:
INTERMEDIATE SCT TRAIMNG

with Yvorme Agazarian & Fran Carter

Wherer Washington Square Instjtute, NYC
When: Theory: 10:00-11:45 am
Supervision Group: 12:00-l:45 pm
Experiential Group:2:00-3:00 pm and
Leadership Practicum: 3:00-4:@ pm
Review: 4:00-5:0O pm.
Groups meet the first Wednesday of each
month. The group does not meet in August
or September.

Registretion: Theory $75, Supervision $75,
Experiential with l:adership Practicum $90,
Review $35 additional charge.
Full day $200 + $35 for Review
Airline commuters full day $175 + $35 Review

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

FIRST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH:
FOUNDATION LEVEL SCT TRAINING

with Yvorme Agazarian & Fran Car.ter
. Where: Washington Square Institute, NYC
. When:

Theory: 8:30-9:00 am
Experiential hacticum 9:00 am-12:00 noon
Leadership Practicum and Review
12:15-2:45 pm
Supervision: 3:00-4:45 pm
Groups meet on the first Thursday of the month
(after the first Wednesday) The group does not
Meet in August or September.

. Registration: Theory and Experiential
Practicum$ 125, Leadership Practicum $90,
Supervision $75
Full day fee $240
Airline commuters full day $215

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

FIRST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
EXPERIENTIAL GROUP

with Yvonne Agazarian
This is a closed experiential group

. Wherer Washington Square Institute, NYC

. When: Group meets on the first Friday
of the month
Croup does rot rneet in August or Septernbcr.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

FRIDAYS DURTNG THE MONTH:
FOUN'DATION LEVEL

EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING GROUIIS
Both foundat.ion level groups focus ou how to
develop a systems-centered group and work
through the first phase of group development

. When: F'riday mornings, 9:30 am-12:30 pm.
with Fran Car{er and Jon NlcCormick.

. Where: 88 University Place, #8A, New York

. Registration: For specific dates, fees and
questlons

. C<rntact: Jon McCormick (212) 929-5333 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. When: l'riday afternoons, 2:00 pm-5:00 pnr
with Fran Carter and Nina Klebanoff

. Where; IIotel Olcott, 27 W. 72d St., NYC

. Registration: For specific dates, fees and
questions

. Contactr Nina Klebanoff (212) 87'1-4916 or
Fran Carrer (215) 988-9523
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